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"Blessings to you, beloved children of light. We are the energy which you call 

Chamuel.  

Beloved children in the Light. We know very well that you are in the purest spin of the 

emotions, the processes and the energies that are acting upon you. And we would 

like to begin by saying that you are doing valiantly. That you are brave at the moment 

and want to go ahead, lead the way, and are doing so to some extent. Any supposed 

criticism that is voiced has nothing to do with the fact that we don't believe, don't 

believe in you and also has nothing to do with the fact that we don't know that you 

will make it! On the contrary! It has only to do with something to point out what you 

are perhaps not yet so really conscious. And as soon as you feel that you go into the 

resonance to the said, the indication is there for you that the topic was hit.  

Beloved children in the light. It is quite difficult for us to say what physical problems 

you have at this time, because there is really nothing that you do not have. One 

person reacts with dizziness to the new energies, another person reacts with the 

earth energy on very intense levels on the bone structure. Every cell is still being 

rebuilt and these processes are still extremely strong and also still strongly 

increasing. What is very helpful at the moment, apart from salt baths, is of course to 

drink extremely much water, high vibrational water, to bless the water in love. To 

make sure that it is good, pure water and that you really take care of yourself a lot 

and also give yourself the retreats that are extremely important for so many at the 

moment. It is not always essential that the home is in 100 process complete order, 

sometimes it makes more sense to just sit in the meadow, look up at the sky, go into 

the woods or do these things. You'll notice that the next time, as you've already 

noticed for sure, the intensity and the pace just increases due to the fact that more 

and more truths are being brought up. You're already going into the new year energy 

within the next two, three months, it's overlapping a little bit and it means the lowest 

is being brought up...." 
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There will be a lot of upheavals and a lot of changes coming your way and the whole 

thing will of course also partly slow down for you, because you suddenly feel that 

really other things are more important.  

Today's topic will be about the "light forces" because these questions have been 

coming up more and more lately. First of all the definition - what are light forces? 

Light forces are both the beings that ultimately make the crops grow a little better or 

take care of the forest: Tree Guardians, Earth Spirits, Elves. The energies that 

ultimately have always been with the earth and that now, so that the earth is currently 

more and more liberated, are more and more visible. It is important, here in particular, 

to treat them very respectfully. They are ancient entities, which even if they look 

sweet, are not always sweet, because they also partly have an ego structure. 

Mindfully, respectfully, as you are treated, but quietly also with curiosity. To notice 

when the entities appear, it is for example when you are walking through the forest 

and you suddenly notice that only one leaf is "waving" like wild, so to speak, then 

greet, then be in mindfulness so that your perception sharpens. You will notice that 

you perceive things out of the corner of your eye: Flashes of light, sometimes also 

shadows, depending on how you are positioned energetically at the moment, but the 

beings will show themselves more and more due to the fact that they are of course 

now also helping to use or advance the fine-tuning in the truest sense of the word of 

earth liberation and earth healing.  

Light forces are also multidimensional forces. Multidimensional forces, also called 

extraterrestrial by you, sometimes. The complexity to explain this would go beyond 

the scope, but we call them consciously multidimensional, because they exist partly 

just on other dimensions or other dimensions can already visit higher dimensions due 

to their further development. Mostly these light forces are positive, or the 

multidimensional light forces are actually always positive, but what is partly sold to 

you as light force, especially in the area of multidimensional beings, are not always 

only light. Remember, these beings also have an ego. They also have their own will, 

they also partly have their own agenda. Therefore: always remain in awareness, 

remain in mindfulness. How does it feel? 
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You will basically, because of this process that you are in, of ascension - some more, 

some less - but those of you who are hearing this, who already have the interest in 

these things, will automatically resonate with it. And it will also mean that you can 

perceive more and more the darkness. Here it is important, on the one hand, to pay 

attention to your perception, and on the other hand, of course, to stay in your own 

connection, so as not to be further dragged down by what is happening on the 

outside. The most important way still is self-empowerment, going into your own 

power. And if you really sharpen your perception, you will find out, you will find out 

easier and faster, that some beings, which look like human beings, are not really 

human, because they are not ensouled. This includes, of course, the psychopaths 

who have no compassion at all. Every soul carries within it the qualities: compassion, 

to love and be loved, and the hands to bless and heal. Psychopaths do not have 

compassion and consequently belong to the multidimensional beings who are just 

not vigorous. The high vibrating multidimensional beings, they are already vibrating 

at the end of the fourth, beginning of the fifth dimension or even beyond. The dark 

powers, the dark beings, vibrate only in the lower levels of the fourth dimension. It 

means that you are so in perception and so in mindfulness that when you sense that 

someone in the environment is not good for you, and we are talking about sensing - 

not to evaluate and judge - "the nose is crooked" or "one or the other is not dressed 

nicely enough", but it is really about sensing how the resonance is to the other - what 

energy is coming from the other and to react there as well. The moment you can't 

feel positive energy, pull back. Stay in your heart, ask us for support, but be in 

mindfulness. We will go into a little more detail on this topic. But first of all, because 

of the very interesting new theories that are given into the environment, we would like 

to talk a little bit about us, those of you who call us angels. Who we also call ourselves 

angels.  

The Divine Source has ultimately created us to help you with advice and assistance. 

The Father who wants to protect his beings, his children, by providing helpers. 

Currently, many theories are circulating that even angels are not necessarily good. 

Of course, if we were the "bad guys" now, we would also say that we are the "good 

guys".  
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But we would like to invite you on an adventure, or an attempt. Just pay attention to 

what you can feel right now in your body, in your heart. [Pause to sense]. To 

distinguish between good and bad, you need the heart resonance. The darkness 

cannot create love! If you can feel love, calmness, joy, gratitude, these are energies 

which are carried by love, and these are luminous forces. And this should be the 

standard for you, if you feel something in your presence, in your environment, 

whether human being or entity, which is just multidimensional or just angels or 

spiritual guides, which come from still another dimension, that you pay attention to it 

and simply refine these perceptions so far that you can react relatively fast to it, if 

darkness is in your environment.  

There will be a great cleansing that has already begun, that will increase even more. 

This purification is that very many dark forces will be taken out. Eventually, all will be 

taken out, including those who eventually became incarnate, but then offered their 

souls for sale to the highest bidder. For you it is a matter of remaining mindful and in 

your own perception. Now your own abilities will develop more and more: 

Clairvoyance, clairaudience, clairsentience, clairsentience - often clairsentience is 

the first stage.  

Of course, there are angelic beings that you call "the fallen ones", or we also call "the 

Nephilim". But this has nothing to do with the fact that we, who vibrate in love because 

we are very close to God, very close to the Original Source, cannot communicate 

with you full of love and full of energy. Just pay attention, no matter who gives you 

an announcement, to what you feel, what you perceive. Is it enriching you? Does it 

bring you into your hearts? Does it touch you? Does it bring you into love? Then it is 

true. Again, love is the strongest force in the universe. And it cannot be created or 

faked by darkness! Joy yes, curiosity yes, all this can be faked, but the pure, 

unadulterated love of being cannot be faked. 

Ultimately, it does not matter to us whether you judge us as positive or negative, 

because the love we have for you will not stop. We have no ego. We believe in you 

and let the power and strength flow - you decide whether to accept it or not. 
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Any form of manipulation - that we would push you in one or the other direction - is 

for us completely outside of any truthfulness and also forbidden. This means that 

when entities speak to you, when you begin to clairaudience or become clairaudient, 

pay attention to how it makes you feel. If it gives you a feeling of love and happiness, 

it is a positive energy. But it takes your own perception, your own mindfulness, and 

your own feeling to make that decision.  

Currently, there is a lot of buzz in the alternative media that the angels are also evil. 

As said, if we were the "bad guys" - we say this with a smile - we would not say that 

we are the "bad guys". But you can feel the vibration if you admit it to yourself and 

deal with it accordingly.  

By not telling you what to do or not to do, but giving you one or the other tip or hint, 

but never saying "you have to do this or do that", we follow the highest principle of 

the Divine Primordial Source, free will. Any entity that speaks to you and gives you 

precise instructions on what to do and what not to do cannot act in accordance with 

the Divine Source due to the fact that it completely contradicts the highest cosmic 

law, free will.  

The contingencies that are set up are pointed out, if you ask the right questions, then 

of course we may give the answers accordingly, but never with the indication of what 

to do and what not to do. The final decision always lies with you, with each and every 

one of you. And this power and this strength is in each of you.  

In the end, this powerful energy that you call "soul" was always created by God, but 

the darkness was not. Through free will, the light-filled forces could be partially 

corrupted, like the child who says in his teenage years, "I know better than the 

parents!" and also through corruption or through wanting to enrich oneself and great, 

great distance from the Divine Source, could ultimately create its own power for itself, 

nurtured and cared for by the negativity that every human being co-creates. Not 

because he is evil, but because you are in the evaluation and judgment. 
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This is the third dimension, and in this dimension, some other perceptions are not yet 

possible. To understand the first dimension, you must be in the second dimension.  

To understand the third dimension, you must be in the fourth dimension. To 

understand the fourth dimension, you must be in the fifth dimension, because only 

the observer from the outside can grasp the whole picture, not the one who is in it at 

the moment. The first dimension is the line. This means that if people lived in the first 

dimension, they would only be able to move to the right or to the left and would not 

know that there is also an up or a down. The second dimension, which is a picture, 

means that you go both to the right, to the left, up or down. But only the third 

dimension can see that it is actually a picture on the wall. The third dimension 

encompasses space. But you mostly walk around in this vibrational level of the third 

dimension that you end up perceiving space only as "posters," as fixed things, and 

not the aliveness that is already lived in the fourth dimension. And so this drags on 

and on and on.  

To come back to whether we are the "bad guys" or we are the "good guys". The point 

is that we are helpers. And being a helper, lending a helping hand, always means 

being at the speed of the person asking for help. That's why we don't answer 

questions that are just so terse, because if you're not ready for the right questions, 

you wouldn't be ready for the right answers. When you ask us for messages, the 

messages will be repeated, or rather the messages that are most important at the 

moment will be repeated, until you reach that level that this question is no longer 

necessary. If you ask for concrete clues or events, you will always get the truthful 

answer. Anything else would be due to the fact that we don't have an ego structure 

as you know it - probably own consciousness - but not this ego structure. To explain 

a little bit maybe for you, it means nothing else than if you are able to see and 

perceive the Divine Countenance in its awe, in its perfection, in its very greatness, 

you would not be able to do anything dark, to think, to feel. Even if we were in a bad 

mood, which does not really exist in us due to the fact that we do not have an ego 

structure, we would still vibrate in the unconditional love of all that is. 
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Also the beings or the humans or even other beings who are currently just raising 

these rumors that angels would not be good, be told that you can check it for yourself 

at any time by just calling us, inviting us and then feel what is happening in your 

hearts. You can also ask for the hand to be laid on.  

If you call in love, you can only reach us. But if you try to call angels to throw money 

at you, we will not come, because money is nothing but an energy (that you have to 

create yourself). We will not manipulate because this is forbidden. If your vibration is 

high enough, you will always attract enough of everything. You don't need us for that. 

This is the law of resonance, this is the law of cause and effect. The whole universe 

vibrates at this frequency. We do not manifest for you. We do not procure things for 

you. We do not promise you if you do this or that, that we will do this or that for you. 

That would be manipulation, that would be trading. That is far from us. We are here 

to support you, to accompany you and really and truly to protect you. But we will only 

come if you invite us into your life. We will not impose ourselves, as this too would 

be a form of manipulation.  

Many entities or many people who are currently talking about the angelic power not 

existing or that the angels are evil, these entities mostly live in the gray zones and 

they also, because their vibration, the primal vibration of love, joy and gratitude and 

happiness is not really applied, cannot go beyond these levels. And in the gray zones, 

angels definitely do not exist. That is, if someone is still as educated in terms of how 

the darkness operates or perceives the darkness or the darkness tries to manipulate 

or control the world, one or the other can be very well versed in that and can call 

anyone, any entity that they sense, dark. This does not mean that we will not try to 

give light and love to these people, it just means that we will not impose ourselves 

and if we are not invited, we will not be there. If you are afraid of us, we will withdraw 

because we cannot be in the same place of fear and fear created by you is ultimately 

an expression of free will.  

We point out again that fear, anger, rage, envy, hatred, resentment, judging and 

evaluating, including yourselves, is not lightful. 
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These are thought structures, emotions, thoughts in motion, "Energy in motion". 

Feelings like love, joy, gratitude, happiness corresponds to the vibration of your soul. 

And these feelings are the basis of the connection to the Divine Being. And if you can 

feel this in you, then you will perceive us more and more strongly and consciously. 

We also do not want to convince you, if one or the other believes that the angels are 

not forces of light, then so be it. The universe always confirms what man believes 

and what man wants to create. To every conscious or unconscious order the universe 

reacts with "So be it!". The strength and power you have is not unlike our strength 

and power. We are only aware of it, from the beginning of time until all eternity, and 

we are present, in love, as we cannot feel anything but in the Countenance, in the 

presence of the Divine Omnipotence.  

You will understand it, or partly you already understand it, if you can perceive it, in 

prayer, in contemplation, in meditation. And this is what it is all about. As said, free 

will is given to everyone, or free will is given to everyone, and free will as an executive 

organ is actually also laid in the cradle in such a way that the decision is made for 

one or the other.  

We would like to point out to you once again that the perception is extremely 

important in the next time, because you will partly meet entities which appear human, 

but are not really ensouled. When we speak of "human", we speak  

exclusively of animate beings. The multidimensional beings are both higher 

vibrational and souled, but there are also lower vibrational entities that lost their souls 

long ago.  

Pray for the lost souls! Bless them! Do whatever is helpful to you, but this is also free 

will for you. That which is being revealed more and more at the moment, the cruelties 

that have been brought into the world by the dark Ones, and which have not been 

perceived because of, let us call it "a form of naivety", or because of the ability that 

has been drilled into you, that you must have, that of "tolerance", to listen to your 

feelings and to really feel what is good and what is not good. This is changing now. 

And so it's even more important to be in the actual, to be in the connection, to be in 

the love, for one thing, if you're vibrating high enough, and of course as much as you 

can or as often as you can, then the darkness can't hurt you. 
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And also in the time coming now or related to the time coming now, where certain 

structures simply break away but in the background already completely different 

structures have opened up, the new building, the construction, the upheaval into the 

new time has already begun for many. Not for all.  

Each one of you can act according to what he feels. Feelings for - how is the 

resonance still for people who lie to you? Do you have tolerance or understanding for 

it? You can accept it, you should not go into counter-fighting, but the moment you 

feel this Divine power within you, the power of love, you will be able to say: "No!". 

And this no will be heard in all dimensions and must be heard when it is spoken from 

the soul power. Even the dark forces will then no longer be able to take hold of it, 

only if you are in carelessness or still give your power to those "up there", to the 

government, to the bosses, to the partners, to whomever. We will not accept your 

power. We will not take responsibility for you, because by doing so we would degrade 

you to immature entities and would not show you any respect. Love is the highest 

vibration of the universe. And no matter what your ego structure - where we can see 

that this ego structure is not ensouled - supposedly does to us, we will react to it with 

a smile, not with anger, not with despair, because it is not possible for us, outside of 

the ego structure to have these sensations at all, which we don't have because the 

connection is too strong and we haven't divided ourselves into different areas, into 

male/female, into whatever - that means that this power and this strength may and 

must mature within yourselves.  

We help when we are asked for help. We can protect, we can heal, we can help in 

meditation, we can help in rediscovering your own feelings, we can intervene in so 

many things, also just as I said, mainly for protection, but it is not the task to impose 

anything on you. The only exception is with the guardian angels, which each of you 

has abundantly, not only one, but several. Since we do not live the hierarchies that 

you are so familiar with, one always takes the leading role, so to speak, but not 

because he is higher or better, but simply because he has taken on the main task. 

The guardian angels can intervene - also against the free will. 
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Because the free will you live is just born from the ego-structure and the only 

possibility to break or ignore this free will have the guardian angels in reference if the 

soul has another plan! That means: if there is an accident on your way, which is 

brought into your life because of anger or wrath or guilt or whatever, but your soul 

knows that this experience is not needed, the guardian angel is authorized, so to 

speak, to prevent this accident.  

We know it sounds very abstract to you, but we would like to point out that the 

greatest perception or the greatest resonance that you can feel, in light-filled entities, 

is the feeling of love. And we don't mean the satisfaction and the excitement when 

you may meet multidimensional entities that connect you with one information or 

another, especially with the vision of the future, but we are talking about the 

Omnipotence, about the powerful energy given to us by the Omnipotence to live love 

- the unconditionality of love on all levels. 

The next time will come a lot of upheavals. The darkness is trying to ignite in all levels, 

they are trying to break off the Third World War - they are not succeeding, because 

many great entities have been taken out, which you know under the names of 

"demons" or "archons". Nevertheless, it is the case that the construction is already 

happening in the background. You co-create it by saying "No!" to certain situations. 

If you hear the climate hoax and you have to smile about it in the meantime without 

getting into a rage, you are a good bit further. If you pay attention that you go again 

and again into your strength, into your confidence, have enough sleep, are in the 

nature, surround yourselves with your loved ones - and to it it also belongs to make 

the one or other sorting out still. It does not make sense to tolerate a person in your 

life if they are not good for you. This does not mean that everyone who wants to 

discuss a problem with you is already evil. But we are talking about people who only 

try to draw energy. We are talking about people who have perfected the role of victim 

so much that they have no desire to go into their own power or are occupied by so 

many dark forces that they want to trigger exactly that in you so that you sacrifice 

yourself for them, so to speak.  

Beloved children in the light. We know it has become very comprehensive again 

today. 
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But nevertheless, it is of great importance that you learn to trust your own perception. 

That you learn to trust your own power. Power that we have can never be used for 

negativity. It can be corrupted, that's what we explained to you before, that you create 

darkness by taking love out of the creative power. To give the example again: If you 

have water and you take out the oxygen, you are left with hydrogen. Hydrogen can 

be very destructive. If you have the Creative Force and take out the love, you have 

the nourishment for the darkness. And the more you allow yourself to be tormented, 

the more darkness you create, the more you split off from love, the more your ego 

structures are guided by darkness. But the moment you go into love again, you 

transform, just as oxygen and hydrogen become water again, so you transform the 

darkness so that it becomes light again.  

Beloved children. More and more truths are coming out now. There will be many 

upheavals. But, the more you are in your power and your strength, the less it will 

affect you, the less it will be problematic for you. There may not be as much electricity 

for you on the third dimension or there may not be enough electricity, that doesn't 

mean that it can't exist in the fourth dimension because that's where the new world 

is already sort of functioning in. What many are calling at the moment the separation 

of the worlds is exactly that, that some beings or some people will remain in one 

dimension and the others will go to the other dimension. There will be a transition, 

nothing will happen frantically. But that which is still coming at you as "false flags" so 

to speak, as false or pretend events, you can immediately check with perception or 

you can also ask us. Like here - if you ask the question, the right answer can be 

given, because it is no longer a manipulation.  

Beloved children. You are going into truly exciting times. And your souls can't wait to 

finally start these adventures right, for real! And that is what it is all about. Stay in the 

positive expectation of a child who is just experiencing life anew. Stay in that power 

and that strength and you will want for nothing.  
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Be prepared for everything. Because there is nothing better than reassuring an 

anxious ego structure that there is enough food, water, whatever, for man and animal 

in the house, that enough provision has been made. But whether and what events 

actually come to grips is actually up to each individual human soul.  

Beloved child. You powerful, wonderful being. You creature of the Omnipotence. You 

have agreed to go through this change, to purge humanity, the universe a little bit or 

the whole realm from the dark forces.  

You are so powerful. You are so full of energy. You are beautiful inside and out. You 

carry the power of the Divine Spark within you. You have the power to lift the world 

out of the seams, in the most positive sense, and to sort it out anew. That is the task. 

That is the reason for your incarnation: to create paradise on earth. And know that 

you are never alone. You are infinitely loved.  

The power that is currently increasing through the Earth - and the liberation of the 

Earth is imminent - as said, it will always be a dynamic process, because it always 

depends on how much the people on certain continents are in love or in anger or in 

hatred, which must be transformed by the Earth. 

You have noticed that it has already begun, as we told you years ago, that when the 

earth wakes up, it tends to erupt volcanoes or earthquakes, it literally shakes. This 

power and this energy will also now be absorbed by you, stronger and stronger, as 

we already explained to you. And you can experience this miracle very closely, this 

joy, this homecoming. This power and this strength will also still pour into you and 

make you even more powerful and loving, if you allow it.  

Stay in love and stay in trust. All is well!  

We bless you in the light of the infinite love of the Divine Omnipotence, now and in 

all times and so be it!" 

(Archangel Chamuel) 

 

 


